
           CASE STUDY

Manufacturer Slashes Security  
Costs, Improves Analyst  
Productivity with Open XDR

A global manufacturer with facilities in Asia, the United States, and Europe, saw its 

cybersecurity costs spiraling out of control, while its cybersecurity analysts spent 

their days chasing thousands of alerts on multiple consoles. By consolidating key 

functions and integrating legacy tools under an intuitive, AI-driven dashboard, the 

company slashed its annual security-related capital costs by 275% while increasing 

analyst productivity. The end result was better security, much faster detection and 

response to threats, and a happier security team.

Stellar Cyber consolidates key security tools,  
delivers 360-degree visibility and response
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Open XDR
consolidates information from  
multiple threat vectors into a  

single pane of glass

Machine  
Learning

automatically correlate related  
alerts so that analysts can  

act immediately

Cost Savings  
with streamlined services

Alert Fatigue
analyst team spent too much  
time chasing false threats

Money Wasted
cyber security costs were  
spiraling out of control

Security Strategy 
Outdated
needed a holistic approach  
to cyber security

B E F O R E W I T H  S T E L L A R  C Y B E R

“...we improved our SIEM and NDR tools and got a far 
better platform for less than the cost of our old SIEM 
license alone.”

My analyst teams were unhappy,” says the CISO at the company, “and we 

were spending a fortune on stand-alone tools, from SIEM and IDS/IPS to 

log aggregation and identity management. We had to pull information from 

multiple consoles in order to chase down threats and produce management 

reports. We wanted something simpler and more consolidated.”

“



A typical medium-to-large manufacturing company has 

plants distributed in multiple geographic regions. Most of 

these manufacturers move many of their operations to the 

cloud to facilitate access and coordination, and they must 

secure their distributed facilities and workers accessing  

the network.  Moreover, these companies are moving from 

legacy software development practices to agile development 

practices to accelerate digital transformation, leading to 

“composable” software strategies. According to Gartner,  

“A composable enterprise is an organization that delivers 

business outcomes and adapts to the pace of business 

change. It does this through the assembly and combination 

of packaged business capabilities (PBCs). PBCs are 

application building blocks that have been purchased  

or developed.”

In this type of environment, enterprises need a holistic 

security strategy that encompasses cloud, servers, 

networks, applications, endpoints, and users. When applied 

to security, composable strategy involves creating platforms 

that consolidate multiple security tools (which would be 

required to create a holistic security system) under a single 

interface. This midwestern manufacturer achieved 

composable security via the Stellar Cyber platform.

Alert Fatigue 
Over the years, the firm had collected more than a dozen 

discrete security tools, each with its own console. There 

were so many alerts that the analyst team spent much  

of its time chasing false threats, and it took days or weeks  

to respond to the real ones because findings from different 

consoles had to be manually correlated.

“We didn’t want to just abandon  

our existing investments and start 

over,” says the CISO. “Open XDR 

allowed us to integrate those tools 

into a much more intuitive and 

automated platform.”
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“My analyst teams were unhappy,” says the CISO at the 

company, “and we were spending a fortune on stand-alone 

tools, from SIEM and IDS/IPS to log aggregation and 

identity management. We had to pull information from 

multiple consoles in order to chase down threats and 

produce management reports. We wanted something 

simpler and more consolidated.”

Choosing Open XDR
As he considered possible solutions, the CISO realized that 

the organization needed a security operations environment 

that would consolidate information from multiple threat 

vectors – cloud, physical and virtual assets, network and 

endpoints – into a single pane of glass to enable the analyst 

team to run with maximum efficiency. However, he didn’t 

want to do a forklift upgrade of his existing tools. 

“We didn’t want to just abandon our existing investments 

and start over,” says the CISO. “Open XDR allowed us  

to integrate those tools into a much more intuitive and 

automated platform.”

Stellar Cyber’s Open XDR platform proved to be the answer.
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Why Open XDR
Stellar Cyber’s Open XDR platform uses AI and machine 

learning (ML) to automatically correlate related alerts  

and present them as contextual, prioritized actionable 

security incidents that analysts can act on immediately. 

Because they no longer spend hours chasing individual 

(often meaningless) alerts, the analysts can focus on real 

threats. This not only allows them to reduce hacker dwell 

time in the network, but also to feel much better about  

the impact of their work.

The Stellar Cyber Open XDR platform equips security  

teams with intelligence to quickly find attacks and shut 

them down in a way never previously achieved. It preserves 

investments in existing tools by making them valuable 

contributors to a centralized, automated way of uncovering 

attackers. By adding AI and ML intelligence to each tool’s 

individual function, especially in the case of EDR, it makes 

each tool function better.

Stellar Cyber is also a complete solution. It natively includes 

next-generation SIEM, NDR, UEBA and TIP functions  

and integrates with all other popular solutions for EDR, 

CASB, and other functions. “The platform’s ability to distill 

information from all available sources, present incidents in 

order of importance, and recommend responses makes Stellar 

Cyber stand out from other XDR platforms,” says the CISO.

Stellar Results
“We were very impressed with the potential cost savings 

and productivity improvements when we heard that one  

of Stellar Cyber’s aerospace customers replaced its legacy 

SIEM and saved  $500,000 in the first year, and a channel 

partner reduced capital costs 275% annually and saw a  

3X improvement in productivity,” said the CISO. “In fact,  

we improved our SIEM and NDR tools and got a far better 

platform for less than the cost of our old SIEM license alone.”

Thanks to its move to Stellar Cyber’s Open XDR platform, 

this midwestern manufacturer solved its budget challenges, 

improved analyst morale and productivity, and made a 

significant advancement in its ability to detect and respond 

to cybersecurity threats throughout the enterprise. Its 

Mean Time to Detect (MTTD) dropped by 8X and its Mean 

Time to Respond dropped by 20X, proving out a convincing 

case for upper management.

We were very impressed with the cost savings and productivity 
improvements when we heard that one of Stellar Cyber’s 
aerospace customers replaced its legacy SIEM and saved 
$500,000 in the first year, and a channel partner reduced capital 
costs 275% annually and saw a 3x improvement in productivity.”

“


